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 General Instructions:- 

1. This question paper contains two parts A and B. Each part is compulsory.  
2. Both Part A and Part B have choices.  
3. Part-A has 1 section:  

a. Section – I is MCQ out of 12 any eight questions is to be answered.  

 Part - B is Descriptive Paper.  

4. Part- B has three sections  
a) Section-I is short answer questions of 2 marks each in which out of 7 question any 5 is to be answered. 
b) Section-II is long answer questions of 3 marks each in which out of 5 question any 4 is to be answered. 
c) Section-III is very long answer questions of 5 marks each in which out of 2 question any 1 is to be  

answered. 

5. All programming questions are to be answered using Python Language only 

 

  

 Part A 

Section-I 

Select the most appropriate option out of the options given for each 

question. Attempt any 8 questions from question no 1 to 12. 

 

1.  Given a list L = [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70], what would L[1:4] return? 

(a) [10, 20, 30, 40] 

(b) [20, 30, 40, 50] 

(c) [20, 30, 40] 

(d) [30, 40, 50] 

 

1 

2.  Given a list L = [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70], what would L[-4-:1] return? 

(a) [20, 30, 40] 

(b) [30, 40, 50] 

(c) [40, 50, 60] 

(d) [50, 60, 70] 

1 

3.  Which of the below given functions cannot be used with nested tuples ? 

(a) index() 

1 



 

(b) count() 

(c) max() 

(d) sum() 

 

4.  What will be the output of the following: Python code? 

tp =(5,) 

tpl= tp * 2 

print(len (tp1)) 

(a) 0 

(b) 2 

(c) 1 

(d) Error 

 

1 

5.  Dictionaries in python are _________________. 
a. Mutable data type 

b. Non-Mutable data type 

c. Mapping data type 
d. Both a and c 

 

1 

6.  Write the output of the following : 

d1 = {"a" : 50, "b" : 50} 

d2 = {"a" : 500, "b" : 50} 

print(d1 > d2) 
a. True 

b. False 

c. Error 
d. None of the above 

 

1 

7.  Which of the following functions is a built-in function in python? 
a) factorial() 

b) print() 

c) seed() 

d) sqrt() 

1 

8.  _______________ are the records and traces that we left behind as we 

use Internet. 
a. Digital Footprints 

b. Data Protection 

c. Plagiarism 
d. Digital Data 

 

1 



 

9.  Which of the following constitute e-waste? 

a. discarded computers 

b. damaged printers 

c. useless CDs 
d. All of the mentioned 

 

1 

10.  In India _______ law provides guidelines to the user on the processing, 

storage and transmission of sensitive information. 

a. Information Technology Act, 2000 
b. Indian Technology Act, 2000 

c. Inform Technology Act, 2000 

d. Information Techware Act, 2000 
 

1 

11.  GPL stands for ___________ 

a. General Public License 

b. GNU General Private License 
c. GNU General Public License 

d. GNU Public License 

 

1 

12.  What does pip stand for python? 
a) unlimited length 

b) all private members must have leading and trailing underscores 

c) Preferred Installer Program 
d) none of the mentioned 

1 

 Part B Section I Section I 

( 2 marks Questions Solve any 5 out of 7) 

 

13.  
What is the syntax of if-elif statement in Python? 2 

14.  Which functions would you chose to use to remove leading and trailing 
white spaces from a given string? 

2 

15.  What is the purpose of the del operator and pop method? Try deleting a 

slice. 

2 

16.  
What do you understand by true copy of a list? How is it different from 

shallow copy? 

2 

17.  How can you say that a tuple is an ordered list of objects? 2 

18.  Why is a dictionary termed as an unordered collection of objects? 2 

19.  Name Types of Python Modules 2 

 Section- II 

( 3 marks Questions Solve any 4 out of 5) 

 

20.  WAP to print following pattern without using any nested loop.  
# 

# #  

# # # 
# # # #  

# # # # # 

3 

21.   
Start with the list[8,9,10]. Do the following using list functions  

(a) Set the second entry (index 1) to 17 

 (b) Add 4, 5 and 6 to the end of the list.  

(c) Remove the first entry from the list.  
(d) Sort the list. 

3 



 

 (e) Double the list. 
 (f) Insert 25 at index 3 

 

22.  WAP that creates a tuple storing first 9 items of Fibonacci Series. 
 

3 

23.  WAP to create a dictionary named year whose keys are month names 

and values are their corresponding number of days. 
 

3 

24.  Explain statistic module with examples. 

 

3 

 Section-III 
( 5 marks Questions Solve any 1 out of 2) 

 

 

25.  What is cyber-crime? How can you report it? 
 

5 

26.  
What is digital footprint? Why is it so important? 5 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 


